HPV Vaccine (Gardasil /Cervarix): Over 17,500 adverse reactions; wart outbreaks, paralysis; seizures; blood clots and 64 deaths have been reported to the Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) with only an estimated 1 to 10% of the population reporting). Nationwide, states are introducing legislation to mandate the HPV vaccine to sixth grade girls in order to go to school. HPV is so common to sexually active girls, that vaccinating them could increase the rate of cancer by 44.6%. (Journal of American Medical Assoc. 2007)


Statistically correcting for underreporting, for all stages of pregnancy, based on VAERS and external anecdotal reporting from the Internet, up to 3,000 pregnancy losses occurred shortly after the pregnant mother received a flu shot. www.ProgressiveConvergence.com

Prescription Psyche drugs: Children and students as young as one year old are being misdiagnosed as ADD, ADHD, and other mental illnesses, masking the likelihood that they have been vaccine injured by the government’s highly irrational mass vaccination program. Drugs such as Ritalin, Adderall, Prozac, Paxil, Concerta, Zoloft, etc are dangerous and have life long disabling affects, that may eventually destroy your quality of life. Do your research. Search engine psyche drugs: http://www.cchrint.org/psychdrugdangers/

Vaccinations are mandatory for public, private and home school

What to do if you plan to decline!

What exemptions are available in your state?

(www.Vaclib.org) All states have medical accommodation which are nearly impossible to get; most states have religious accommodations others also have philosophical/spiritual.

RELIGIOUS EXEMPTIONS

You must be sincere. When questioned about taking a religious accommodation be sure to be clear that your “religion” comes from your own personal connection to Source. You do not have to belong to an established religion. “Religio” is a Greek word meaning “return to source”. You are not separate from your “Source”.

If you declare an established religion like Christianity, remember Jesus needed no medical intervention or impositions in order to heal. Find out more about Christian healing www.ChristianScience.org or cosmic healing www.Abraham-Hicks.com

www.VaccineLiberationArmy.com

www.vactruth.com

www.ProgressiveConvergence.com

EXEMPTIONS www.VaccineTruth.com

RECOVERY www.GenerationRescue.org

JOIN FACEBOOK-Student Vaccine Liberation Army

Educate Yourself

WARNING:

"Diet, injections, and injunctions will combine, from a very early age, to produce the sort of character and the sort of beliefs that the authorities consider desirable, and any serious criticism of the powers that be will become psychologically impossible. Even if all are miserable, all will believe themselves happy, because the government will tell them that they are so”.

Bertrand Russell, The Impact of Science on Society p50, ‘53

Join the student Vaccine Liberation Army

Dedicated to the liberation of the emerging generation-mental clarity, spiritual awakening & perfect health.